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DIGEST:

1. Protest concerning, alleged improprieties
in first-step solicitation of two-step
formally advertised procurement, filed
after receipt of technical proposals, is
untimely since alleged improprieties were
apparent prior to step-one closing date.

2. Where request for technical proposals in
fitst-step 6f two-step forn4lly advertised
procu'rement required offerotc to submit
proposed technical' approach for major
component of item being procured, iniclu"ing
critical component and design considerations,
rgjecti(A of technical proposal which simply
indicated that offeror intended to sub-
contract for the component, was proper.

3. Conshieration of capacity4 nd credit during
step--one.evaluation of technical probbsals
in two-step formally advertised procurements
is impioper. However, offeror who failed
to submit acceptable, Pechnical proposal was
not prejudiced by limited'consideration of
capacity that may have entered into step-one
evaluation of its technical proposal.

On July 27, 1977, the Navai Regional Procurement
Office, Long Beach, Califorlila, issued request for
technical proposals (RFTP) No. N00123-77-R-1278 for
AN/DKT-38 telemetry sets as the first-step of a two-step
formally advertised procurement. The technical proposal
submitted by Numax Electronics,, Inc. (Numax), in response
to the RFTP was found to be technically-unacceptable by
the Navy. Numax has protested this determination to our
Office.
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The telemetry sets wOFe requ bred to be fuirniuhed
in accordap6'e'with th'edeiailed performance specifica-
tions andirdriwings contained in ths K.FTP. Thesensets,
for airbd'rne use to replace the warhead in'isuileu,
during Navy fleet traiping exercises, consist of three
major electronic components: antenna,' circuit bosid
assembly, and transmitter, Specification Control
Drawing 106AS903, Transmitter, RadiO, T-1235/DKT-38,
set forth the RFTP requirements forVthe transmitter.
The second page of the drawing listed Microcom Corpora-
tion as a suggested source of supply, The notes'to
the drawing, however, also stated that "procurement of
the (transmitter] depicted shall be made ih *accordance
with the requirements stated in this drawing and not
solely by vendor item identification.,

The RFTP included the following evaluation
criterion for the technical proposals:

2. A description af the offeror's understanding
of the scope of the work as shown by the scienti-
fic or technical approach proposed for the trans-
mitter. Thif. .all include:

* ** * *

b. Technical approach.

c. Critical and peculiar hardware.

d. Design plan for critical hardware.

* * * * *

h. Final System design considerations.

i. Reliability and maintenance design
considerations.

* * * * * .

The unpriced technical proposals must fully and
clearly demonstrate that the offeror has a
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chorough understanding of th'l!requitements of
'he purchase description. Statements that the
offeror 'understands''!t 'can' or 'will' comply
with thri purchase descdption are considered
inadequate. The techni'cal proposals must also
inclpide sufficient details and information to
allow a reasonable evaluotion of each proposal.
Items totbe specifically addressed include those
points identified heretofore as 'evaluation
criteria '.t

Numax submitted i's technical pinposal to the
Nary. With~respect to the transmitter, Numn's tech-
nical proposal stated, in relevant part, as follows:

*A1l conikact end items to be delivered to the
Government wiil 'be in strict conformance with
the technical data and any 'appioved changes
authorized by Engineering Change Proposals
(ECPS).

cps) @~~~~~

T'ie Numax Production Engineering staff nas
reviewed the data package for the Ttbnsmitting
Set, Telemetric Data AN/DKT-38 and Numax will
perform this contract in the following way.

1.,. Hardware items that are defined and
described by source and specification control
drawings will be purchased.

* * * **

.3. MAJOR COMPONENT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Two major hardware items defined by
specification control drawings fall into Category
1. (To be purchased.]

a. Transmitter, Radio T-1235/DKT-38,
106AS903

* * * * *

SI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. ....,. .....
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'If the selected verdorm are not thbse. suggeated
on the,.upecifiCation corstt l dra-wing, 'thevno
3iii be' requested to prsuidela qualificatioennteat report shoving compliance with all of the
requirement of the specification control draw-in9 , Numax will then submit this report to thecustomer to obtain approval of thse vendor
before proceeding with part procurement.

The following are potential suppliers of themajor specification control drawing hardware
items-:

(1) Transmitter

[Seven potential suppliers, incluzding Microcom
CGrporation, were then listed,]w

The remaining technibal discussion in theproslcn
cernin"'th4 transmitter was largely a recitation of
specification roquilrements.

*1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A

Numax's techv/tcal prpposal, along~vith the othersreceived, was forwiardejd to6 th'e Technical Evalthttion Board(TEB) for evaluation. The TEB reported the results ofits evaluation to the contractIng officer. ConcerningNumax's proposal, the TED report stated as follows:

OThe NUMAX proposal i. unaccept~able bs itexists, but could be made acc4ptable with thie
addition of adequate discussion of the following:

.v~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t

1. Technical deuign approach for the trans--mitter to demonstrate compliance to drawing
.±06AS903.

2. Technical'~design approach for the voltage
control oscillator to demonstrate compliance todraw ing 106A5905.

3. Technical approeach to supplying an antennato the requirements of drawing 106AS926.

A4

ina.~~~~~~~~ 
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4.. The statement cfn transistors in the lost
paragraph of page C-3 requires correction.

CO'MENTS:

This proporal contains an excellent management
plan andr. very good quality assurance plan,
The bidd,'r does not have a technical background
in telltietry but has assembled and tested similar
typea/,of equip'ient into systems. The bidder
apparently has not contacted any vendors for
the7'crltbal telemetry subsystems. This may
cause some delays or technical problems later
which could lead to cost overruns. More
technical information is required to enable a
complete evaluation cf this proposal."

.~~C * .
The-Navy advisied'Numax by letter that additional

information was'e'qUlired to make an adequate judgment
concerningi the technical acceptabilityof 'its proposal.
The.1etter} specificailly listed, word for word, the four
areas. cited byj the TEB as requiring additional dis-
cussinh by Numax. Numax responded by ailbmitting a
supplement clarifying its proposal. Tn't'this supplement,
on pp. 4-7, lNumax discussed its *Technical Design
Approachjfor TranhsmiEter.u The discussion states
that (ithe trapsmiitter * * can be designed in several
wiYsB* *"* requir[id en 'ineering and manufacturing
techniques tonbsure..a reliable product that will meet
all,'of the peiforir.an'ce-requirements over the environ-,
mental extrem4s."\7,'Thert followed thiiei ohe-paragraph
summaries of designh)apptoaches, or conc~eptsA The
discussiobnthin stiAed that "[sjuccessfl * * * trans-
mitters hajye beenuconsttucted by vendors incorporating'
each of the design c6`pcnepts p'esented above. The latest
developmeuiti. in lntegra-t.ed circuits and R. F. transistors
have been incorporated in4 ,their designs but the designs
remain -standard and wrth'in the state of the art." The
remaining technical discussion was agaiin largely a
recitation of specification requirements for the trans-
mitter as set forth in the solicitation.
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The amended technical proposal. was than forwardqd
to the TEB for evaluation. The TEsB1 conclusions were
as follows:

"The response by NUMAX to the questions of
clarification only partially satisfies thef
concern of the TEB that NULAX cannot meet the
requirements of the subject RFTP. NUHAX provided
only a brief (one page) technical discussion of
three possible transmitter.design's that would
be considered for use in the AN/DKT-'38 should
NUMAXtbe the successful bidder, Of the three
possible transmitter designs, the first involvres
an approach that has no chance !of meeting
stability requirements. The brevity of the
transmitter discussions does not provide suffi-
cient information for the TEB to evaluate the
othlAr transmitter design approadhes. The NUMAX
proposal update included an additional two
pages of transmitter specifications that are
merely a restatement of RFTP specifications.
Overall, the weakness :of the NUMAX proposal in
the critical area of the transmitter design
approach leads the TEB to assume a lack of
understanding on NUMAXV0 part of the cowplexity
of the RFTP reguirements with the attendaht
unacceptably high risk that NUMAX cannot meet
delivery requirements, and that NUMAX cannot
estimate reasonable couts for the proposed
program."

As a result, the contracting officer advised NUMAX that
its proposal was technically unacceptable. This protest
was then filed.

A. .

The bases of Numax's protest are as follows:
(1) the first step RFTP was defebtive in that no
criteria were presented for evaluating the technical
proposals as required by Armed Services Procurement
Regulation (ASPR) S 2-503.2(a)(iv) (1976 ed.); (2) the
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RFTP did not contain a statement concerning the accept-
ability or nonacceptability of multiple" troposals as
required by ASPR S 2-503.1(a)(x); (3) tOe procurement
should not have been conducted by two-step formal
advertising since adequate specifications were avail-
able; (4) no rational basis existed for the Nav"y to
determine that Numax's technical proposal was un-
acceptable because of transmitter design considbrations,
since the technical solution proposed by Numax made a
submission concerning technical designunnecessary and
superfluous; and (5)' rejection of its proposal was
improper, because the step-one technical evaluation
also included a consideration of Numax's capacity,
whereas ASPR 55 2-501(i) and 2-503.1(e) provide that
capacity and credit are not to be evaluated in the
first-step of a two-step procurement.

Withregard to the protester's first three,
contentions1 Section'20.2(b)(1) of our Bid Protest
Procedures, 4 C.F.R. Part 20 (1977), provides that
protests based upon alleged solicitation improprieties
must be filed prior to bid opening or the closing
date for receipt of proposals. In addition we have
held in connection with two-step procurements that
soilcitation imprbiorieties must be protested prior
to the step-one closing date. 53 Comp. Gen. 357*
(1973)~,pNorrisIt'Indhties, B-.182921, July-11, 1975,
75-2 CPD 31. Since the alleged lack of evaluation
criteria in the RFTP, the lack of a statement concerning
multiple proposals and the alleged improper use of
the two-step method of procurement/were improprieties
O.pareint prior to the stbp-one closing date, and since
Numax did not complair.'of the alleged improprieties
until after its technical proposal was rejented, these
portions of Numax's protest are untimely and will
not be considered. However, Numax's complaints about
the actual evaluation of its technical proposal are
timely and will be considered.

.!Ja

Si I,,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Numax argues as followvi

*[Tlkho'RPTP did not require offerors to submit
a transmitter design * * * [andj elven if the RFTP
could be construed to requirge offorors to submit
a transmitter design( the tectnical solution
proposed by Numax man:es such jutbmissiop~fuin'*
necessary and superfluous-and Ace a nonessen-
tial deviation. ',* * Specification Conrtrol Drawing
106AS903, Transmitter, Radio,''T-1235/D(T-38 sets
forth, the requirements for the transmitter.
The second page of the drawing lists Microcom
as a suggested source of supply for the trans-
mitter. Numax is,,not a.radio transmitter
manufacturer. Accordingly, their technical
approach was 'to purchase the radio transmitter
from Microcom and/or other potential suppliers
of the radio tran'siitte'r. This technical cpproach
was clearly stated in their initial technical pro-
posal. In conjunctio& with'this technical solution
Numax submitted comprehensive data on the pr6cedures
they would use to 'insure that the purchased trans-
mitter would satisfy the specifications, Nowhere in
the letter RF7'6, the technical specifications, or
otherwise is thek-e -a-ve:quirement for ?offerors to
submit a radio transriitter design. Nor is such a
design critical to a determination re4arding the
acceptabilityj or unacceptability of an offeror's
technical proposal. This procurement is not. for a
radio transmrtter, it is for a telemetry set. Also,
a number of supplierss.&'i'hih the electronics industry
specialize in the manufacture of radio transmitters
.for telemetry sets and similar application. The,
commercial availability of suitable radio transmit-
ters to prospective offerors was recognized by the
United States Navy. .As'previousl-y noted, the1 speci-
fication control drawing lisits Micz'ocom Corpotation
as a suggested source of suppily. Microcom Corporation
is not a required source of supply. All of the
above factors support the proposition that an offeror
can submit an acceptable technical proposal which

"4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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speclfied that :he transmitter will be purchased,
from a radio transmitter supplier such as Microcom."

In reply, the Navy argues as follows:

"There in no requirement imposed either by the
RFTM or the letter request for clarifica'tion,
for a transmitter design. The requirement is
for the offeror to address the technical aspects
of the design approach to the transmitter and
any consequences flowing from that approach,
Where an offeror intends to design and fabri-
cate the transmitter in house, it would neces-
sarily be expected to provide more data than
would be received from an offeror intending to
subcontract the transmitter:, in this assertion
the protester and the contracting officer concur.
However, it does not, 2illow'Phatthe bald
statement of subcont tin'tig intention satisfies
the requirement of the RFTP for a discussion of
technical approach. It must be remembered that
the transmitter will be incorporated into a
system, by the contractor. The contractor will
be responsible for assuring that the transmitter
operates properly ir conjunction with the
rest of the system in the extremes of environmental
stress which it will encounter in its role is a
mlssile component. The transmitter operates at a
frequency of greater than 2000 megahertz, or0more
than 2 billion cycles per second.,, Such frequencies
require specialized citcuit fabrication techniques,
and are extremely sensitive to minute alterations
in even such physical parameters as dimensions and
distances. The contractor must be capable of assuring
the system integrity. It is not sufficient to buy
the partsjrand assemble them: the contractor must
possess the engineering skill to ensure that the
integrated whole w'il1 in fact function as intended.
This skill, in turn, cannot be exercised without a
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specifically detailed knowledge of the charac-
te'rstics of the transmitter to be used. Con-
sequently, the RFTP's focus, in the evaluation
criteria, upon the design approach to the trana-
mitter is an appropriate methodology for ascer-
taining whether the potential contractor will
be capable of performing The required effort."

The technical evaluation criterion In the RFTP
explicitly required each offeror to submit its
scientific or technical approach proposed for the
transmitter, including proposed critical arad peculiar
hardware, design plAn for critical hardware, final
system design considerations, and reliability and
maintenance design considerations As stated above,
the TEB determined Numax'5 technical propcwsal to
be unacceptable because of the proposa),l' weakness in
the critical area of transmitter desig.. approach.
The Appropriateness of this determination is'at issue.

Consistent with the stated evaluation criterion,
each offeror's prcposed technical approach for the
transmitter formed, in substantial part, the basis
of the agency's evaluation of the acceptability on
the offeror's technical proporal. Ultimately, upon
compietion of step-one, the sutplies, that is, the
te.emetry sets, of which the'transmitter is a major
component, must be procured in step-two in accordance
with the specifications and th(!' bidder's own technical
proposal as finally accepted., Since each offeror in
its proposal is committing its'elf to fulfilling the
Government's requirements by the specific technical
approach'it proposes, the agencyf, during its step-one
evaluation, must determine- substantive technical
conformance to the stated criterion of each offeror's
proposed,, technical approach. The Government is not in
privity of contract with any potential subcontractor
of a bidder. The Government must look to the offeror for
performance in accordance with the terms of its pro-
posal, that is, in accordance with the specific tech-
nical approach commitment contained therein. In short,
it is the technical acceptability and conformance of

7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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the offeror's proposed cbchnical approamh, its r fered
substantive technical undertaking, w4ich is beihg
evaluated, and not that of a subcontractor.

Thus, in view of the express requirement of the
R?TP for offerors to~,submit a scientific and technical
approach for, thi tranhmitter, including critical
component znd t.nksign considerations, and in view of
the notice in this RFVP that statements such as'thb
offeror "can" or "villV comply 44ll be considered
Inadequate, we do not believe tIle)\agency to be un-
reasonable in its determination tlat a simple statement
of subcontracting intention in Numax';s proposal was
unacceptable. Furthermore, concbrning.Numax's sup-
plement to its proposal, Containing three one-paragraph
summaries of design approaches, or 'concepts", we
*accept the considered judgment of the procuring agency's
apecialists thak'it too was unacceptable.

-lumax also argues that rejaction of its proposal was
improper becausrtoie technical evaluation by the agency
also included a consideration of Numax's capacity.
Numax points to the expressed concern of toe TEB, in its
report to the contracting officer following evaluation
of Numax's proposal, that a high riik existed that Niumfix
could not. meet deliveryrequirements or estimate reasonable
costs for the proposed program. Numax alno. fr"ints to" the
Navy's statement' submitted with the agenty report on
the protest, which stresses the need for engineering
skill, dethiled knowledge and adequate capability of
offerors to successfully perform the required effort.
To the extent that this ar-ument of Numax concerns
the apparent focus of the evaluation criterion itself,
it is ubtimely since Numax did not complain of$h e evalu-
ation crite:,4on until after its technical proposal was
rejected. Withrespect to the actual evaluation olutits
proposal, we agree with nffmax that consideration of an
offeror'a capacity or credit is improper during step-l-ne
evaluation of technical proposals. The record supports
Numax's assertion that such consideration, at least
to a certain extent, may have entered into the TEB's
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evaluation of its technical pr'oposal. However, as we
have previbtsly found, the agency's rejection of
Numax's proposal as unucceptable ias reasonable since
Numax failed to submit an acceptable technical approach
for the transmitter in substantive technical confor-
mance to the staated criterion. Thus, since Numax's
technical proposal was properly rejected under the
stated evaluation criterion, Numax was not in any

way prejudiced by the limited consideration of
capacity that may have entered into the TEB's evalua-
tion of its proposal.

The protest is denied.

iy, 4f14so.
Deputy Comptroller General

of the United States




